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Antibody-based therapeutics, such as monoclonal antibodies (mAbs), have become important
treatment modalities for human diseases. Antibody-based drugs have been investigated in a
wide range of formats, including polyclonal and hybrid antibodies, but fully human and
humanized mAbs are considered the gold standard due to their reduced immunogenicity and
high specificity. In recent years, therapeutic antibodies have become best-sellers in the
pharmaceutical industry [1], in part due to a low incidence of adverse events. To date,
therapeutic antibodies have been approved for many hard-to-treat indications, such as
autoimmune diseases and many cancers [2]. Adalimumab, sold as Humira (AbbVie, IL, USA),
was the first mAb approved by the US FDA and in 2019 was the 152nd most prescribed
medication in the United States [3].

2020 guidance issued by the European
Medicines Agency (EMA) explained that
investigational mAbs should be “characterized
thoroughly…[and] include the determination of
physicochemical and immunochemical
properties, biological activity, purity, impurities
and quantity of the monoclonal antibody” [4]. 

This underlines the complexity of all
biotherapeutics when compared with more
traditional pharmaceutical agents and raises
questions such as method reproducibility
batch-to-batch and the possibility of post-
translational modifications (PTMs). In order to
ensure safety and efficacy of any therapeutic
agent, regulators expect products that have
been fully characterized throughout the drug
discovery process, from hit to lead.

After the candidates have been screened, they
are filtered to form a list of lead candidates,
which are then individually analyzed [5].
Functional assays are also typically performed
after the initial screen, which examine
functional characteristics of lead candidates
such as neutralization or internalization
capacity. 

Speed, sensitivity and multiparameter analysis
are all considerations when deciding on a
screening technique. The sheer volume of
potential candidates means that speed is of
the essence to screen as many candidates as
possible for their binding affinity to the target,
but they may be present in a sample at low
concentrations. Flexible and sensitive
instrumentation is therefore needed to
manage the required assay speed and ensure
that promising mAbs are identified. 

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays
(ELISAs) are commonly used assays in the
clinical laboratory; in a traditional direct ELISA,
the binding target is immobilized on the
bottom of a plate before enzyme-linked
antibodies are passed over the surface.
Unbound antibodies are removed, the  

When screening mAbs at the hit or candidate
stage, researchers are looking for a number of
things: often this is strong and specific binding
to the antigen of interest. When screening the
many hundreds of candidate clones, only the
strongest and most specific binders have the
potential to become commercialized products. 

Methods of screening mAbs
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enzyme’s substrate is added and the quantity
of target antigen is qualified, often by a color
change. However, “there are two major
problems with this”, says Richard Cuthbert,
Global Commercialization Product Manager
Flow and Antibody Business at Bio-Rad (UK).
Speaking to Bioanalysis Zone, Cuthbert
explained that ELISAs “really limit the amount
of data that can be generated”; as only a single
parameter readout is possible with this type of
assay, two binding events could not be
measured at the same time. The second is
down to the artificial nature of the system:
“taking the [protein] out of its' biological
context could have undesired effects, like
changing the conformation of the protein” [6]
whereby any interactions measured might not
be fully representative of how the mechanism
may function in its native biological
environment. 

Although there have been developments over
the years, such as bead- or liquid-based
ELISAs, the sum and nature of information
gained has not changed significantly, unless
multiplexed; this in turn adds additional
complexity and can increase both the time and
cost for screening.

Mass spectrometry (MS)-based approaches
can be more powerful tools to assess mAbs;
they are highly reproducible, specific and
sensitive, and can function qualitatively and
quantitatively in a high-throughput manner. In
a top-down MS approach, intact mAbs are
studied globally without the need for time-
consuming and possibly unreproducible
sample preparation, leaving mAbs in their
native physiological form. However, a top-
down approach can limit the sensitivity of the
characterization and lower the throughput. 

Bottom-up approaches are used extensively in
the proteomics field; highly complex samples
are pre-digested via proteolysis and often
combine fractionation, for example with liquid
chromatography (LC) [7]. LC-MS offers higher
throughput and resolution analysis, however
doesn’t inform on the potential for
biotransformation and signal intensity alone
cannot distinguish between a homogenous
parent population or a mixture [8]. 
 Spectroscopic methods have also been
investigated but are unsuitable for high-
throughput candidate screening due to the
vast amount of data generated from collecting
images, and the subsequent processing power
required to make sense of them. 

Flow cytometry-based approaches can
address these issues; substrates bound to
fluorescent probes are directed across a laser
beam and light scattering is measured to
determine structural and morphological
properties [9]. Flow cytometry allows fast,
relatively quantitative and multiparametric
analysis, and as such is becoming increasing
popular for performing antibody and
phenotypic screening as well as
characterization assays. By combining flow
cytometry with advanced analysis programs,
it’s “trivially easy”, according to Cuthbert, to
manage very high event rates whilst still
identifying rarer events that occur once in
thousands. He continued: “an assay that
requires many tens of thousands of events per
well in a 96 well plate can be completed in less
than 15 minutes” allowing a significant library
of candidates to be screened. 

Flow cytometry for screening
mAbs
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Automation is another enabling technology
that can streamline candidate screening,
reducing wasted down-time and delivering
data around the clock. Utilizing an automation-
ready flow cytometry device, such as the ZE5
Cell Analyzer, allows efficient data generation
and can run virtually unattended 24/7 when
integrated into a turnkey workflow including
external fluidics and robotic automation. In
particular, the ZE5 Cell Analyzer uses an
integrated sample loader, allowing seamless
switching between tube racks and multiple
plate formats. It can also analyze one 96-well
plate every 15 min and one 384-well plate
every 50 min without compromising on data
richness, delivering multi-parameter studies
with up to 27 colors.

A number of considerations should be given
before integrating flow cytometry into your
screening workflow. Like any instrument
utilizing a fluid stream, they can be susceptible
to blockages and carryover which can result in
down time or the need for labor intensive
manual well parsing, slowing down research. 

In the ZE5 Cell Analyzer, Cuthbert explains how
these were addressed: “[the ZE5 Cell Analyzer]
has a really innovative sample pump with
high-pressure high-speed flow cell, which
makes it much more resistant to blocking, it
also automatically washes the sample probe
between each and every sample, dramatically
reducing the carryover”. In addition, selecting
an instrument that separates data into
individual files during operation means that
your data will be available to be used
immediately without manual post-processing. 

Candidate screening of therapeutic antibodies
requires speed, sensitivity, and flexibility.
Despite the technique being many decades 
 old, thorough understanding and continued
innovation mean that flow cytometry’s
traditional limitations are constantly being
addressed, and it continues to evolve to meet
the needs of the modern biotherapeutic
discovery workflow. Automated flow cytometry
therefore shows immense promise in this
application. Increased sample speed means
ever larger panels are possible, to discover the
next blockbuster therapeutic. 

This article has been drawn from the
discussions from the Technology Digest article
published in Bioanalysis Zone, which was
sponsored by Bio-Rad. The opinions expressed
in this feature are those of the author and do
not necessarily reflect the views of Future
Science Group.
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Volumetric absorptive microsampling (VAMS) is increasingly utilized for both nonclinical and clinical phar-
macokinetic studies. Currently, VAMS is employed as the sampling method for the detection of antibodies
for coronavirus disease 2019. Biotherapeutics whole blood stability on VAMS presents as a critical concern
for the health and pharmaceutical industries. In this follow-up to our previous publication, we evalu-
ated daclizumab and trastuzumab whole blood sample stability on VAMS. The drug recovery data we
observed at room temperature for short term and -80◦C for long term was very encouraging. The knowl-
edge could help us better understand and plan important investigation timelines, especially pandemic
situations where human whole blood samples from a large population are collected and in urgent need
of data analysis.

First draft submitted: 16 February 2021; Accepted for publication: 18 March 2021; Published online:
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Background
Recently, there has been a burst of new volumetric absorptive microsampling (VAMS) technologies and devices in
the pharmaceutical and health industries [1–8]. One of the reasons for this increased interest is that VAMS have the
potential to enhance bioanalytical capabilities. For example, VAMS can be utilized in preclinical studies enabling
reduction of animal usage. In addition, since this technology is much less invasive than that of traditional sampling
methods, VAMS is preferred for pediatric and elderly patients [1,2,,910].

Among the few dozen various VAMS methods currently available, Mitra R© Microsamplers stand out with their
unique merits such as small volume requirements, accuracy, ease of use and elimination of cold chain shipping
and biohazard costs [1–8]. In fact, in spring of 2020, Mitra Microsamplers were utilized by the NIH to quantify
undetected cases of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) infection in the USA [11]. In this investigation involving
about 10,000 adult volunteers, VAMS was shipped to volunteers to take fresh whole blood samples themselves at
home. The samples were then mailed back for detection of the presence of anti-SARS-CoV-2 antibodies, indicating
a prior coronavirus infection. Some other sampling methods like whole blood microsampling or serum/plasma
sampling require special handlings like centrifugation and refrigeration, which may prove challenging in less
economically developed places or in quarantine situations. Although the dried blood spot sampling method does
not require centrifugation or refrigeration, the sample processing and extraction procedures are cumbersome, and
quantitation using dried blood spot has been reported to be impacted by hematocrit [6–21].

Although much work has been done evaluating VAMS applications for quantitation of small molecules and small
proteins such as peptides and biomarkers [12–18,22,23], data on the use of this technology for large protein therapeutics
remains limited. We first published on the use of Mitra Microsamplers in a rat pharmacokinetic (PK) study in
which animals were dosed with two monoclonal antibody therapeutics, trastuzumab and daclizumab. The PK data
generated using the VAMS technology were consistent with that derived using liquid whole blood sampling and
serum sampling methods. The low relative standard deviation among the three sets of PK data suggested that this
technology could be useful in early nonclinical PK studies for protein therapeutics where reduction and refinement
of animal use is required [24].
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The goal of this follow-up publication was to evaluate the whole blood sample stability and recovery of the same
two monoclonal antibody therapeutics, trastuzumab and daclizumab, on dried Mitra Microsamplers. Monoclonal
antibody therapeutics may be stored at room temperature (RT) for a few weeks in proper diluent [25–27], but it is
not the same case when they are in whole blood or serum matrix due to the presence of many proteolytic enzymes.
A number of authors have studied small molecule stability utilizing VAMS and reported stabilities range anywhere
from a few days to more than a month in the dried whole blood form [1,28]. On the other hand, a few authors
showed that it could be problematic when proteins were stored in the dried whole blood form [1,16,27–31]. There are
a few processing steps when using Microsamplers on monoclonal antibody therapeutics. First, fresh whole blood
sample is taken, and then the Microsampler is left to dry at ambient RT overnight. On the next day, sample solution
is retrieved from the Microsampler for bioanalysis. There is a very critical and practical concern to see if the VAMS
samples would be stable for more than one day at RT, since global shipping scenarios could result in increased time
between sample procurement and bioanalysis.

In this work, we performed different evaluations of the two aforementioned monoclonal antibody therapeutics
to investigate the drug recovery rates (RRs) over time when dried VAMS whole blood samples were stored under
various conditions. For example, we evaluated the VAMS whole blood samples at ambient RT up to 20 days,
at -80◦C for 3 months, and in the dark versus natural light up to 20 days at RT. Trastuzumab, sold under the
brand name Herceptin R©, is a monoclonal antibody used to treat breast cancer that is HER2 receptor positive.
Daclizumab, sold under the brand name Zinbryta R©, is a therapeutic humanized monoclonal antibody used for the
treatment of adults with relapsing forms of multiple sclerosis.

Materials & experimental methods
Materials & bioanalytical methods
The drug quantitation method used in this work has been described in details in our previous publication [24]. In
brief summary, the two drugs were provided from in house team (CT, USA). The rat matrix was purchased from
BioreclamationIVT (MD, USA) and phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) was from Gibco (MD, USA). We used Novus
(Littleton, CO, USA) goat anti-human IgG as ELISA capture and Southernbiotech (AL, USA) HRP conjugated
goat anti-human IgG as detection. We used 20 μl Mitra Microsamplers from Neoteryx (CA, USA).

We followed US FDA bioanalysis document as guideline when we prepared calibration standards and quality
control samples [32–36].

In our previous publication, we evaluated different matrix effects (serum, fresh whole blood and retrieved
VAMS samples) and confirmed that we could use calibration standard and quality control samples which were
spiked into serum instead of fresh whole blood. Serum is much more convenient to work with (e.g., we could use
frozen serum available in our lab instead of ordering fresh whole blood every time).

For VAMS sample preparing, individual Microsampler was dipped mid-way into each whole blood sample
volume for 12 s, then transferred to a trying rack where they were allowed to dry at RT (∼22◦C). For VAMS
sample retrieving, the tip of each Microsampler was removed into a 2 ml microtube by pushing the tip against
the inside wall of the microtube. Finally, 200 μl PBS were added and the microtubes were allowed to shake at
500 r.p.m. at RT for 1 h. The samples were then spinned down and removed into fresh tubes for further bioanalysis.

Experiment designs
Set 1: evaluation of drug recovery from RT dried Microsamplers

Three concentrations of daclizumab or trastuzumab (blank, 100 and 1000 ng/ml) were spiked separately into fresh
rat whole blood with EDTA to make whole blood samples. Twenty sets of Microsamplers were prepared with each
set consisting of 6 Microsamplers: blank, 100 and 1000 ng/ml in duplicates.

The tip of each individual Microsampler was dipped into each whole blood sample for 12 s. Then the Mi-
crosamplers were transferred to the drying racks where they were allowed to dry at RT in the dark for up to 480 h
(daclizumab) or 216 h (trastuzumab). On each day after dipping, a set of Microsamplers was processed to retrieve
drug in PBS solution and further bioanalyzed for drug recovery (%) by ELISA method.

Set 2: evaluation of drug recovery from dried Microsamplers stored at -80◦C

The same concentrations of daclizumab or trastuzumab described in set 1 were spiked separately into fresh rat
whole blood to make whole blood samples. Ten sets per drug of Microsamplers were sampled the same way as
described in experiment set 1, and transferred to drying racks where they were allowed to dry at RT in the dark

622 Bioanalysis (2021) 13(8) future science group
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overnight. All the dried Microsamplers were then stored in fresh individual microtubes at -80◦C. Every 2 weeks
following storage, a set of Microsamplers was processed to retrieve drug in PBS solution and further analyzed for
drug recovery (%).

Set 3: evaluation of drug recovery from Microsamplers retrieved solution stored at -80◦C

The same concentrations of daclizumab or trastuzumab described in set 1 were spiked separately into fresh rat
whole blood to make whole blood samples. Ten sets per drug of Microsamplers were sampled, and transferred to
the drying racks where they were allowed to dry at RT in the dark for overnight. The following day, all of the
dried Microsamplers were processed to retrieve drug in PBS solution. Then all the drug solutions were stored in
fresh individual microtubes at -80◦C. Subsequently, every 2 weeks, a set of drug solutions were thawed and further
analyzed approximately for drug recovery (%).

Set 4: evaluation of daclizumab recovery from RT dried Microsamplers in the dark versus natural light

The same concentrations of daclizumab described in set 1 were spiked separately into fresh rat whole blood to make
whole blood samples.

Eight sets of Microsamplers were sampled, and transferred to the Mitra drying racks where they were allowed to
dry at RT for up to 480 h. Four sets were dried in the dark, and the other four sets were dried in the natural light
shone through lab glass windows facing northeast in Connecticut of the USA. At 96, 240, 336 and 480 h after
sampling, a set of Microsamplers were processed to retrieve daclizumab in PBS solution and further bioanalyzed
for drug recovery (%).

We performed this evaluation on daclizumab first and obtained data before March of 2020. We could not work
on trastuzumab since our company started careful and strict onsite working limitations to ensure our health and
safety. We believe dataset from daclizumab could provide helpful information.

Set 5: evaluation of daclizumab recovery from RT dried Microsamplers under different retrieving conditions

The same concentrations of daclizumab described in set 1 were spiked separately into fresh rat whole blood to make
whole blood samples.

Ten sets of Microsamplers were sampled, and transferred to the drying racks where they were allowed to dry
at RT for up to 480 h. Five sets were stored in the dark, and the other five sets were stored in natural light. At
480 h after sampling, Microsamplers were separated into five groups which were then processed using five different
conditions (Table 2) to retrieve daclizumab and further bioanalyzed for drug recovery (%).

We performed the evaluation on daclizumab first, and obtained data before March of 2020. We could not work
on trastuzumab since our company started careful and strict onsite working limitations to ensure our health and
safety. We believe dataset from daclizumab could provide helpful information.

Drug recovery rate & relative standard deviation calculations
The equations below were used for drug RR and relative standard deviation calculations. Cb is the back-calculated
concentration, Ce is the expected nominal concentration, SD is the standard deviation and Average is the average
concentration of duplicate samples.

RR = (1 − (Ce − Cb)/Ce) × 100%

RSD = SD/Average × 100%

Results & discussions
Result for experiment set 1
Quantitation of monoclonal antibody therapeutics was performed using validated in-house ELISA following FDA’s
bioanalytical method recommendations [32–36].

For daclizumab, comparing with the initial drug recovery after sampling, the drug recovery from RT dried
Microsampler stayed within ±20% deviation for around 300 h (Figure 1A & B). The recovery for 100 and
1000 ng/ml samples were comparable (Figure 1A & B). The ‘blank’ samples all showed below quantitation limit
signals.

future science group www.future-science.com 623
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Figure 1. Evaluation of drug recovery from room temperature dried Microsamplers. (A) 100 ng/ml daclizumab
recovery rate (mean ± standard deviation) from RT dried Microsamplers. (B) 1000 ng/ml daclizumab recovery rate
(mean ± standard deviation) from RT dried Microsamplers. (C) 100 ng/ml trastuzumab recovery rate (mean ±
standard deviation) from RT dried Microsamplers. (D) 1000 ng/ml trastuzumab recovery rate (mean ± standard
deviation) from RT dried Microsamplers.
RT: Room temperature.

For trastuzumab, comparing with the initial drug recovery after sampling, the drug RR from RT dried Microsam-
pler stayed within ±20% deviation for around 96 h (Figure 1C & D). The recovery for 100 and 1000 ng/ml
samples were comparable (Figure 1C & D). The ‘blank’ samples all showed below quantitation limit signals.

Result for experiment set 2
For daclizumab, comparing with the initial drug recovery after sampling, the drug recovery from -80◦C frozen
Microsamplers stayed within ±20% deviation up to 84 days (Figure 2A & B). The recovery for 100 and 1000 ng/ml
samples were comparable (Figure 2A & B). The ‘blank’ samples all showed below quantitation limit signals.

For trastuzumab, comparing with the initial drug recovery after sampling, the drug recovery from -80◦C frozen
Microsamplers stayed within ±20% deviation up to 91 days without significant decreasing (Figure 2C & D). The
recovery for 100 and 1000 ng/ml samples were comparable (Figure 2C & D). The ‘blank’ samples all showed
below quantitation limit signals.

Result for experiment set 3
For daclizumab, comparing with the initial drug recovery after sampling, the drug recovery from -80◦C frozen
retrieved solutions stayed within ±20% deviation up to 84 days without significant decreasing (Figure 3A & B).
The recovery for 100 and 1000 ng/ml samples were comparable (Figure 3A & B). The ‘blank’ samples all showed
below quantitation limit signals.

For trastuzumab, comparing with the initial drug recovery after sampling, the drug recovery from -80◦C frozen
retrieved solutions stayed within ±20% deviation up to 91 days without significant decreasing (Figure 3C & D).
The recovery for 100 and 1000 ng/ml samples were comparable (Figure 3C & D). The ‘blank’ samples all showed
below quantitation limit signals.
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Figure 2. Evaluation of drug recovery from room temperature dried Microsamplers. (A) 100 ng/ml daclizumab
recovery rate (mean ± standard deviation) from -80◦C stored Microsampler. (B) 1000 ng/ml daclizumab recovery rate
(mean ± standard deviation) from -80◦C stored Microsampler. (C) 100 ng/ml trastuzumab recovery rate (mean ±
standard deviation) from -80◦C stored Microsampler. (D) 1000 ng/ml trastuzumab recovery rate (mean ± standard
deviation) from -80◦C stored Microsampler.

Table 1. Daclizumab recovery rate from room temperature dried Microsamplers in the dark versus natural light at 4
timepoints.
Timepoints/mean ± SD (%) 96 h 240 h 336 h 480 h

Dark 88 ± 3 94 ± 4 90 ± 5 96 ± 11

Natural light 92 ± 7 92 ± 5 90 ± 13 97 ± 5

n = 41.
SD: Standard deviation.

Result for experiment set 4
We compared daclizumab RRs between drying in the dark versus in the natural light at 96, 240, 336 and 480 h
after sampling. There was no significant difference based on t-test (p > 0.05) between drying in the dark versus in
the natural light, and both groups showed comparable RRs over the 480 h period (Table 1). The ‘blank’ samples
all showed below quantitation limit signals.

Result for experiment set 5
t-test was used to compare the performance of different drug retrieving conditions (Table 2).

Comparing two drug retrieving temperatures, RT versus 37◦C, there was no significant difference (p > 0.05)
when the Microsamplers were retrieved at RT no matter in the dark or in the natural light (number 2 vs number
5).

Comparing drug retrieving duration at RT, 1–4 h, there was no significant difference when the Microsamplers
were dried in the dark. However, the RR of 4 h retrieving group (number 4) was significantly lower (p < 0.05)
than the other less hours groups (number 1 to number 3) when Microsamplers were dried in the natural light. The
‘blank’ samples all showed below quantitation limit signals.
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Figure 3. Evaluation of drug recovery from room temperature dried Microsamplers. (A) 100 ng/ml daclizumab
recovery rate (mean ± standard deviation) from -80◦C stored Microsampler retrieved solution. (B) 1000 ng/ml
daclizumab recovery rate (mean ± standard deviation) from -80◦C stored Microsampler retrieved solution. (C)
100 ng/ml trastuzumab recovery rate (mean ± standard deviation) from -80◦C stored Microsampler retrieved
solution. (D) 1000 ng/ml trastuzumab recovery rate (mean ± standard deviation) from -80◦C stored Microsampler
retrieved solution.

Table 2. Daclizumab recovery rate from room temperature dried Microsamplers in the dark versus natural light under 5
retrieving conditions.
Conditions/mean ± SD
(%)

Number 1
1 h, RT

Number 2
2 h, RT

Number 3
3 h, RT

Number 4
4 h, RT

Number 5
2 h, 37◦C

Dark 86 ± 1 89 ± 3 85 ± 3 86 ± 5 87 ± 6

Natural light 86 ± 10 84 ± 5 83 ± 3 76 ± 3 80 ± 2

n = 4.
RT: Room temperature; SD: Standard deviation.

Conclusion
We evaluated the drug stability of daclizumab and trastuzumab in fresh rat whole blood samples dried on the
Mitra Microsamplers and stored at ambient temperature of approximately 22◦C. Trastuzumab remained within
mean ±20% deviation from first day RR for about 96 h. Daclizumab on the other hand, demonstrated drug
RR within mean ±20% deviation from first day RR over 300 h under the same conditions. Although stability is
molecule dependent, the results for both molecules suggest that VAMS could potentially be used for large protein
therapeutics sampling, storage and shipping at RT for several days without refrigeration or fast-freeze required by
other sampling methods. This would save shipping cost and resources, allowing for more flexibility on the timing
when the samples come from less convenient locations or encounter unpredicted delays like bad weather. The data
we obtained are consistent with good short term RT dried blood stability shown for other antibodies under similar
conditions [4].

We considered the scenario that samples may need be stored for more than 20 days before bioanalysis, so we
evaluated two long-term VAMS storage methods for both antibodies, freezing either the dried Microsamplers or the
drug retrieved solutions at -80◦C. For both methods, within ±20% deviation from initial drug RR was observed for
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both drugs for up to 3 months (Figure 2 & 3), suggesting that VAMS sampled protein therapeutics could be stored
for long term before bioanalysis. This would afford researchers the option of delayed scheduling of bioanalysis when
sample size is very large or when samples are saved for future evaluations such as new biomarkers are discovered
that could be tested for disease indications.

The drug recovery data we saw with VAMS samples at RT for short term and -80◦C for long term was very
encouraging especially at the current COVID-19 and future situations where large number of protein samples need
to be tested globally. Microsampler’s convenient sampling by ordinary people at home, shipping by regular mail,
and relatively stable for a period of time at RT would be critical advantages for those pandemic circumstances.

We also wanted to evaluate if Microsampler drying in the dark versus in the natural light would make a difference
on the drug stability, so we dried Microsamplers sampled with daclizumab at RT for up to 480 h in both conditions,
and tested at four different timepoints post sampling. There was no significant difference (p > 0.05) between the
two conditions based on the t-tests (Table 1), which suggests Microsamplers do not need to be protected from light
for daclizumab. Whether this light stability would be applicable to other drugs was not explored in this work so
each therapeutic protein would need to be tested to confirm these findings.

Our last evaluation focused on the drug retrieving process. After Microsamplers were dried, they were soaked
in PBS to retrieve drug solutions for ELISA to determine drug RR. We evaluated a few combinations of drug
retrieving conditions (Table 2) to see if different temperatures and durations would make a difference on the drug
stability. We found that when dried microsamples were stored in the dark, RT or 37◦C did not make a significant
difference. However, when Microsamplers were dried in the natural light, longer retrieving hours lowered drug RR
comparing with 1–3 h of drug retrieving duration. Therefore, we concluded that for daclizumab retrieving process,
longer than 3 h duration should be avoided. Based on the evaluations, for monoclonal antibody therapeutics, we
recommend to retrieve drug in less than 3 h for other labs that are starting to evaluate their drug of interest for
VAMS application.

Future perspective
A promising trend with VAMS on pharmaceutical and health industry application is its potential to be integrated
into automation streamlines. As expected in extremely large population sample bioanalysis like we experienced in
the past year for COVID-19 related clinical studies, an efficient and seamless process of connecting sampling–
processing–bioanalysis–data would trigger more dramatic scientific and technological breakthroughs.

The results of the present study support technical feasibility of utilizing VAMS for blood sampling and quanti-
tation of protein therapeutics, even under conditions where bioanalysis is delayed. From the stability evaluations
we performed on daclizumab and trastuzumab, we feel that VAMS could potentially be a powerful tool for protein
therapeutics applications like quantitation or confirmation. The work we have done may be helpful references for
other scientists on their biologic drug research and development. Considering the differences between the two
protein therapeutics we have seen in our evaluations, each scientist would need to investigate their own VAMS
application conditions for their drugs of interest.

Executive summary

• Biotherapeutics whole blood stability on volumetric absorptive microsampling (VAMS) presents as a critical
concern for the health and pharmaceutical industries.

• In this follow-up to our previous publication, we evaluated daclizumab and trastuzumab whole blood sample
stability on VAMS and the data were very encouraging.

• We evaluated the drug stability on VAMS stored at RT, and both drugs showed good stability for at least a few
days.

• We evaluated the drug stability on VAMS stored at -80◦C, and both drugs showed good stability for at least a few
months.

• We evaluated the drug stability on VAMS dried in the dark versus in the natural light, and light did not affect
drug stability.

• We evaluated the drug stability under different retrieving conditions, and we observed the retrieving incubation
duration was best to be 1–3 h, and 37◦C did not affect drug stability.

• Current data and future learnings regarding drug stability would help us better understand and plan important
investigation timelines, especially pandemic situations where human whole blood samples from a large
population are collected and in urgent need of data analysis.
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Biotherapeutic drugs have emerged in quantity in pharmaceutical pipelines, and increasingly diverse
biomolecules are progressed through preclinical and clinical development. As purification, separation,
mass spectrometer detection and data processing capabilities improve, there is opportunity to monitor
drug concentration by traditional ligand-binding assay or MS measurement and to monitor metabolism,
catabolism or other biomolecular mass variants present in circulation. This review highlights approaches
and examples of monitoring biotransformation of biotherapeutics by MS as these techniques are poised
to add value to drug development in years to come. The increased use of such approaches, and the suc-
cessful quantitation of biotherapeutic structural modifications, will provide insightful data for the benefit
of both researchers and patients.
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Protein biotherapeutics have changed the landscape of drug development over the past few decades. From an
analytical standpoint, the most obvious difference between protein and small-molecule therapeutics is the molecular
weight. Until recently, for larger proteins (>10 kDa), ligand-binding assays (LBAs) have almost exclusively been
employed by taking advantage of the molecular properties and inherent binding characteristics to measure circulating
biotherapeutic drug levels [1–4]. LBAs have demonstrated measurement of free (unbound) drug or total drug (target-
bound and unbound) to help determine pharmacological availability of a specific biotherapeutic, but typically LBAs
are not capable of differentiating between structurally modified products [5–7].

Characterization of biotransformation products through in vitro and in vivo models can be important for
understanding the drug distribution, metabolism and pharmacokinetic properties [8–15]. For small molecules,
identification and monitoring of small-molecule metabolites by use of LC and/or MS is performed during preclinical
and clinical development [16–23]. Such monitoring of drug and metabolite concentration is generally considered
routine, and there are peer-reviewed guidelines for best practices [4,24].

For biotherapeutic peptides (<5 kDa), MS is an established method for monitoring drug concentration [25–29].
In most cases, approaches for the purification, separation and mass measurement of therapeutic peptides have
traditionally been more similar to small molecules than that of large molecule biotherapeutics. In recent years,
digestion-based MS (wherein a single, unique peptide is used as a surrogate for whole-molecule quantitation) has
emerged as an alternative to LBAs for large-molecule quantitation. The ‘surrogate peptide’ approaches are particu-
larly useful if interferences exist in LBA quantification or in instances when no quality reagents are available [30–34].
Surrogate peptide approaches have evolved to hybrid LBA/LC–MS approaches that coalesce the advantages of LBA
and MS to give selectivity at both the affinity capture and mass detection stages [35–37].

For hybrid LBA/MS approaches, a specific protein and its mass variants of interest are specifically selected
by the capture reagent. Since sufficient selectivity achieved in the capture step, less selectivity needed for MS
detection (e.g., multiple or selective reaction monitoring in a triple-quadrupole MS system is not a requirement).
As a result, the MS system can monitor wide m/z ranges for intact or fragment ion masses (as opposed to
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Figure 1. A closer look at a peptide sequence of an antibody drug conjugate reveals many possible mass variants
and a need to monitor biotransformation. For example, M can be oxidized, K might or might not have conjugated
payload, D can isomerize, N can deamidated to aspartic acid, and the final asparagine might have a glycan linked. MS
methods must be optimized or tailored to account for possible mass variants or biotransformation products of
interest. Traditional LC–MS based on protein digestion must achieve sequence coverage of the amino acid sequence
of interest. Ligand-binding assays might only capture certain variants if they are structurally amenable to binding, but
based on detection would not distinguish between mass variants.
D: Aspartic acid; K: Lysine; M: Methionine; N: Asparagine.

restrictive traditional small-molecule MS, which monitors a specific precursor-to-fragment m/z). With such wide
m/z mass measurements of biotherapeutics, there is opportunity to measure not only drug concentration but also
biotransformation. A wide variety of post-translational modifications, genetic mutations, alternative splice variants
or proteolytic clipping can occur on proteins, so much that the term ‘proteoform’ has come to describe all protein
variants corresponding to a single gene [38]. Proteoform terminology has roots in proteomics; however, the same
logic of protein post-translational modification characterization can be applied to protein drug biotransformation.

Figure 1 depicts a theoretical antibody drug conjugate (ADC) with an amino acid sequence on the light chain
that could have several possible mass variants or post-translational modifications including payload, oxidation and
deamidation. The complex and combinatorial nature of these modifications could be monitored by MS approaches,
but typically not differentiated by LBA approaches, unless certain suitable reagents designed for such a purpose are
available. Monitoring biotransformation of biotherapeutics by MS is poised to increase and reach more laboratories,
particularly as use of hybrid LBA/MS assays and high-resolution MS techniques become more widespread. The
types of analytical workflows utilizing MS detection approaches discussed in this review are outlined in Figure 2.
For the most part, peptide therapeutics are processed at the intact level with or without an immunocapture
purification. In cases where immunocapture purification is not used, protein precipitation or solid-phase extraction
may be used. Antibody therapeutics typically require affinity capture (such as protein A) or specific immunocapture
(antigen/antibody based). In cases using immunocapture, reduction and/or digestion may be necessary depending
on the type or scope of modifications analyzed. In cases where drug-to-antibody ratios (DARs) or amino acid
clipping are being measured, intact mass might be used.
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Figure 2. Schematic of analytical workflows for
monitoring biotransformation by LC–MS. The articles
captured in this review mainly rely on sample workflows
presented here. Either preclinical or clinical samples can
be processed using these workflows, and often the type
of mass variant(s) being monitored will guide the sample
processing technique used.

Table 1. Examples of biotransformation events from proteins monitored from in-life studies by MS.
Biotransformation events measured in vivo

Amino acid loss Mass adduct or variant Deamidation/isomerization Glycation/glycosylation ADC DAR

Example of formation in
vivo

Drug catabolism Spontaneous process Spontaneous process Sugar subunit cleavage Payload
catabolism

Typical delta mass 50–200 Da per amino acid Few Da up to 1000 Da 0 or 1 Da 50–200 Da (sugar subunits) 200–1000 Da

Peptide refs. [52–54] [42–46] – – –

Protein refs. [64–68,96,97] [64–67,69,70,86,89,100] [60–65,67] [64,71–76,89] [82–91,100]

References are categorized by molecule type and actual event(s) monitored. Antibody-drug conjugate drug-to-antibody ratio monitoring may include linker catabolism or cleavage.
ADC: Antibody-drug conjugate; DAR: Drug-to-antibody ratio.

Table 2. Examples of methods with capability to monitor biotransformation.
Protein purification based on. . . MS detection based on. . .

No
immunocapture

Protein A/G Anti-human IgG Target antigen Anti-
biotherapeutic
antibody

Digestion to
peptides

Subunit analysis
(mAb, ADC)

Intact mass

Typical
output/results

All proteins Human IgG Human IgG Drug capture Drug capture Analytes �5 kDa Analytes
25–100 kDa

Analytes
5–150 kDa

Peptide refs. [25,29,42,44,48,
53,54]

– – – [43,45–47,52] – – [25,29,42–48,
52–54]

Protein refs. [62] [70,92] [61,63–
67,76,87,88,
90,95–99]

[60,68,69,71,72,
75,82–
84,89,91,100]

[84,86,91,93] [60–72,75,76] [76,87–93] [71,82–84,86,89,
91,95–100]

References are categorized by molecule type, capture approach and MS detection approach. Not all examples shown here monitored biotransformation events directly; however,
the analytical methods demonstrated capability to monitor potential biotransformation events.
ADC: Antibody-drug conjugate; mAb: Monoclonal antibody.

Example hypothetical data of an intact biotherapeutic of approximately 64 kDa with biotransformation observed
in-life is shown in Figure 3A. In Figure 3B & C, deconvoluted masses from observed mass spectra are also shown.
For certain biotransformation products, sample processing down to the peptide level is required to monitor
deamidation, isomerization or other small-mass modifications. Peptide mapping of multiple mass variants require
that digestion be used as well.

Table 1 shows a summary or biotransformation events that were monitored from in-life studies. References
are categorized by peptide or protein therapeutics, and Table 1 serves as a guide for quick reference to a specific
biotransformation event. Similarly, Table 2 shows the analytical approaches that may be used to monitor biotrans-
formation events. Not all references track specific biotransformation monitoring; however, the examples provided
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Figure 3. Example of a hypothetical concentration versus time plot of a biotransformation event, with an example
of observed masses. The truncation of an amino acid can be plotted over time, and from example data observed at 5
min (little to no truncation) and 24 h (almost 50% truncated).
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demonstrate the capability to monitor biotransformation products and should be considered for researchers in need
of methods for biotransformation study.

From simple peptide monitoring in study support to intact protein LC–MS analysis, this review article aims to
provide an overview of biotransformation analyses of biotherapeutics and provide perspective on promising new
analytical approaches. From the existing analytical methodology, almost any example of biotransformation can be
monitored by LC–MS, making biotransformation monitoring tenable in the near term for bioanalytical laboratories
engaging in preclinical or clinical study support. Case studies of biotransformation with analytical methodology
are highlighted in the following sections for therapeutic peptides, protein biotherapeutics (including non-ADC
mAbs), biotransformation for ADCs (including DAR monitoring) and emerging approaches.

Approaches applicable to monitor biotransformation of therapeutic peptides
With masses under 10 kDa, the most direct way to quantify peptide therapeutics is by measuring the mass of
the intact, whole molecule. While digestion using trypsin or other enzymes may be utilized [39,40], this section
will focus on intact protein MS methods for therapeutic peptides. Intact methods are more amenable to monitor
biotransformation, and such examples will be highlighted with mention of the analytical techniques utilized in
each work. It is worth noting that some examples involving therapeutic peptide analysis stated here may be applied
to multiple peptide hormone isoforms or metabolites but that the methods are still applicable to biotransformation
monitoring for peptide therapeutics.

Insulin (5.7 kDa peptide) has been quantified at the intact level by MS for over a decade in vivo [41]. Doping
control was quickly demonstrated as an application, and these studies demonstrated the ability to detect or quantify
insulin variants [42–44]. More recently, it was demonstrated that quantification of human insulin and analogs could
be achieved from clinical samples using anti-insulin antibody coupled to magnetic beads [45]. Another approach
utilized antibody-coated pipette tips to monitor intact insulin and insulin variants from human plasma using
MALDI [46], and a similar immunocapture approach was used to detect commercially available insulin analogs with
LC–MS analysis, which utilized electrospray ionization [47]. While immunocapture is commonplace for insulin and
its analogs, it is certainly not a requirement as MS detection provides sufficient selectivity. It has been demonstrated
that solid-phase extraction could be used in lieu of immunocapture for insulin analog quantitation from human
plasma [48].

Other examples of peptide therapeutics have also been demonstrated. In a few examples, use of high-resolution
mass analyzers in the preclinical and clinical study support settings has been shown [49,50]. Intact LC–MS methods
for liraglutide in nominal and high-resolution MS conditions were demonstrated [51]. Oxyntomodulin and its
biotransformation products were quantified in human and rat plasma using magnetic bead immunocapture and
high-resolution LC–MS approaches [52]. A therapeutic peptide was quantified at the intact protein level from
monkey and human plasma, and data from the intact LC–MS method were compared with LBA [25]. Another
preclinical biotransformation example includes a validated assay for exenatide measurement in monkey plasma
purified by mixed cation exchange [29]. Exendin-4 stability and cleavage products were demonstrated from rat tissues
by utilizing LC–MS as well as MALDI MS approaches [53]. In another example, glargine and two biotransformation
products were quantified using solid-phase extraction followed by triple-quadrupole LC–MS [54]. A 2014 review
from Chappell et al. laid out the many examples of endogenous proteins and peptides that for further examination
of quantitation of polypeptides and protein biomarkers by MS, and it also reviews protein dynamics measurement,
an important monitoring area for biomarker and drug-related research.

Peptide and peptide-related biotherapeutics will continue to be monitored in large-scale clinical studies by
both LBA and MS assays. However, as MS technology (particularly high-resolution MS) becomes more sensitive
and affordable, more laboratories that specialize in clinical sample processing will be become equipped with
the capability. Not only will this lead to therapeutic peptide studies being supported by high-resolution MS,
monitoring of structural modifications including biotransformation products will likely be included as well, owing
to the nature of high-resolution detection (e.g., detection over a full m/z range as opposed to a narrow, selected
reaction monitoring precursor-fragment ion transition). Thus, biotransformation products from a therapeutic
peptide will increase in frequency for clinical samples in the coming years.

Biotransformation of protein therapeutics (non-ADC)
While functional LBAs have been the platform of choice to quantify monoclonal antibody concentrations in
biological matrices, MS-based platforms have the capability of compensating for the shortcomings of LBAs [56,57].
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If molecular variants have a different mass or different structural properties (such as hydrophobicity), then LC–
MS can differentiate such variants in a manner not possible by LBA. A growing number of biotransformation
quantification studies exemplify the use of this methodology where researchers have investigated molecular variants
present in vivo. Initial discussion will focus on mass variants for mAbs that do not include ADC examples. The
examples listed range from preclinical to clinical studies and feature a wide array of analytical workflows, particularly
from a sample preparation or purification standpoint.

Deamidation & isomerization
Aspartic acid (Asp) isomerization and asparagine (Asn) deamidation are two naturally occurring, spontaneous
protein degradation processes in vivo [58,59]. For biotherapeutics, these modifications can disrupt antigen binding
or tertiary structure, and such changes can have a profound effect on antibody clearance, efficacy and dosing
frequency. While characterization of deamidation and isomerization variants is routine at the protein purification
or manufacturing points of analyses, it may be relevant to demonstrate presence or absence of these products in
vivo as they relate to biotransformation. In monitoring mass variants, it is important to consider the narrow mass
discrepancies for Asn deamidation (+1 Da for Asn to Asp) and IsoAsp (no mass difference). Because of the mass
differences in deamidation and isomerization from the original protein sequences, digestion-based approaches are
utilized to achieve LC separation of the Asp/Asn containing peptides of interest prior to MS detection. Furthermore,
for deamidation, the monoisotopic (M) peak of Asp will overlap with the M+1 isotope peak of Asn. A summary
of work involving deamidation and isomerization monitoring from preclinical and clinical samples is presented.

Deamidation of the fragment crystallizable (Fc) region of an mAb was examined by use of ligand-coupled
resin and LC-Ultraviolet (UV) detection and LC–MS [60]. This work compared in vitro incubations with in vivo
observations, and concluded that the two correlated well enough for future comparisons [60]. Magnetic bead-based
immunocapture followed by LC–MS was also utilized to monitor both IsoAsp and deamidation formation in drug
products [61]. First, the LC peaks were demonstrated in vitro and knowledge was applied to in vivo samples [61]. From
in vivo samples, IsoAsp formation was present but remained under 10% of the total drug [61]. Asn deamidation was
more problematic; after 20 days, the site was about 50% deamidated, and after 40 days the site was around 80%
deamidated [61]. Another study utilized protein precipitation and LC–MS to monitor trastuzumab deamidation by
monitoring Asn, Asp, IsoAsp and succinimide-containing peptides [62]. First, loss of binding due to deamidation
was shown during, in vitro incubations, then deamidation monitoring was achieved from clinical samples, and
data were correlated to an LBA’s ability to measure active drug (since the deamidation compromised binding in
LBA) [62].

During the process of Asp isomerization or Asn deamidation, the succinimide intermediate forms a ring between
a side chain of an amino acid and the peptide backbone. Anti-human Immunoglobulin G (IgG) capture from
monkey serum was used to examine deamidation and compared the stability of the succinimide intermediate
of an IgG1 in vitro and in vivo by LC–MS [63]. The results demonstrate that while increased deamidation and
succinimide formation is observed in vitro and in vivo, only the deamidation product is readily observed in vivo
with no succinimide detected 1-week postdose [63]. Furthermore, the compound was shown to be completely
deamidated at 50 days [63]. This example monitoring in vivo succinimide stability exemplifies the difficult task of
accurately measuring short-lived biotransformation products.

Other biotransformation reactions involving amino acids
Monoclonal antibodies and other protein therapeutics have many naturally occurring variants/modifications such
as glycosylation/glycation, oxidation, disulfide bridging and C-term lysine-clipped forms [64]. While controls for
the extent of such modifications are generally present for manufacturing purposes, there still exists opportunity
to monitor relevant variants in vivo. For example, immunopurification followed by peptide mapping can provide
a comprehensive approach for multiple mass variant (e.g., deamidation, oxidation, etc.) monitoring and pharma-
cokinetic modeling from clinical samples [65,66]. 20 Lys-C peptides were monitored for Fc deamidation, oxidation,
mannose adduction and pyroglutamate adduction [65]. A similar approach examined an IgG4 compound pre-
clinically, and modifications were quantified by pepsin mapping and Lys-C/trypsin mapping and included major
glycoforms, oxidation, terminal peptides, among others [66]. A number of modifications were examined under in
vitro and in vivo conditions in rat plasma using several different analytical approaches [67]. It was concluded that
certain modifications such as deamidation are enhanced in plasma, while others such as oxidation are not enhanced
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in vitro compared with in vivo [67]. In general, comparisons across the in vitro, preclinical and clinical spaces might
offer value for predictive pharmacokinetic or biotransformation properties.

Other modifications such as terminal processing, thioether formation and glutamate-to-pyroglutamate conver-
sion in vivo have been examined in clinical samples for biotransformation monitoring. In one case, weak cation
exchange and Lys-C digestion followed by LC–MS was used to observed rates of C-term Lys processing rates
of IgG2 [68]. Thioether formation in IgG1 light chain214–heavy chain220 was examined in human samples by
use of immune purification and Lys-C digestion [69]. It was found that thioether conversion rates were slower for
kappa light chains compared with lambda light chains and results were replicated in vitro [69]. Finally, N-terminal
glutamate conversion to pyroglutamate was observed for IgG2 antibodies using affinity purification and Lys-C
digestion to determine conversion rates in vitro and from human samples [70].

Glycation & glycosylation
Glycation and glycosylation are two major modifications present on monoclonal antibodies and other biother-
apeutics. Glycosylation can be described as the enzymatic addition of saccharides to proteins and can be O- or
N-linked, while glycation is the nonenzymatic addition of reducing side chains to free amine groups [64]. It has been
demonstrated that changes in glycation occur as a function of time in circulation. Affinity purification, intact mass
analyses and Lys-C digestions were used to assess glycation in vitro and in vivo and determine glycation formation
rates in healthy human subjects [71]. The same group examined mAb serum clearance rates as a function of presence
glycans on the Fc [72]. Here, it was found that high-mannose glycans were cleared faster than other glycan variants.
Similar results have been found in other recent studies, although MS was not utilized for the analysis of in-life sam-
ples [73,74]. Glycan masses on IgG1 were examined by use of antigen-based capture, glycan cleavage and subsequent
LC–MS glycan analysis [75]. Here, protein concentrations were compared from LBA data with the concentrations of
various glycans from LC–MS, and differences in clearance among glycans were observed [75]. N-glycosylation and
effects on clearance were monitored by tracking various oligosaccharides present on the Fragment antigen-binding
(Fab) portion of a therapeutic mAb by use of antibody capture followed by papain or Lys-C cleavage and LC–MS
of the Fab region [76].

Biotransformation involving ADCs
ADCs are prime candidates for biotransformation monitoring by MS. ADC biotransformation may include loss of
conjugated payload, conjugated payload biotransformation or protein mass adducts/losses. The examples cited here
mainly focus on monitoring DAR, but the aspects of payload biotransformation and protein biotransformation
should still be considered for future researchers as other modes of biotransformation can also be monitored with
these methods if corresponding masses are detected.

A recent position paper on analyses of ADCs from in vivo samples highlights the complex nature of the
compounds and potential types of analyses [77]. DARs or other information relating to conjugation modalities are
important information; given the characterization of conjugations in vitro along with potential metabolism, there
is good reason for monitoring in vivo as well. A recent review outlined the vast array of MS methodologies for in
vitro ADC characterizations, with a few perspectives to in vivo analyses [78]. Other recent reviews have cataloged
the comprehensive approaches for ADC analyses in vivo including both LC–MS and LBA approaches [79–81].
The aforementioned review articles should be considered essential background reading for any scientist involved
in bioanalysis of ADC biotherapeutics. MS can play an important role in ADC quantitation, from intact DAR
determination to free payload concentration monitoring. For the purposes of this review, selected protein-based MS
platform approaches are presented (e.g., small-molecule LC–MS, simple peptide monitoring and LBA detection
approaches will not be covered).

Seminal publications from the same organization utilized intact mass LC–MS to calculate ADC DARs with
in vivo and in vitro experiments [82–85]. Antigen capture with magnetic beads was utilized with quasi-nano LC,
with a 300-μm inner diameter LC column and flow rates of 15 μl/min, and researchers were able to calculate
DARs for initial time point and 96-h samples in rat, monkey and human plasma [82]. Later, researchers examined
the conjugation site as it related to in vivo stability of different ADC constructs [83]. Data from intact LC–MS
methods and hydrophobic interaction chromatography with UV detection were utilized with initial LBA data to
help inform method development of optimal LBAs for ADC quantitation [84]. Also, LC–MS data were utilized
in predictive pharmacokinetic modeling for ADC drug disposition [85]. Others have used native size-exclusion
chromatography coupled to MS to determine intact DARs [86]. In this example, an anti-idiotype antibody was
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used to immunocapture ADC from in vitro incubations and an in vivo rat study [86]. Mass variants at 6 and 24 h
postdose were observed, including payload deconjugation, cysteinylation, hydrolysis and other modifications [86].
Recently, antihuman IgG was used to capture an ADC drug from monkey plasma in a preclinical study to calculate
DAR of the heavy chain portion of the antibody [87]. A magnetic bead capture approach was utilized followed
by disulfide reduction and subsequent LC–MS using a 300-μm inner diameter LC column with a 300 nl/min
flow rate [87]. In this paper, heavy chain DARs and deconjugation level were demonstrated to 336-h postdose [87].
The same group also have similar methods to examine both in vitro and in vivo linker-payload disposition and
biotransformation [88,89]. Antihuman IgG antibody coupled to magnetic beads was used to capture ADC species
and calculate DARs from reduced heavy chain and light chain in preclinical species [90]. Here, authors used a
2.1 × 150 mm LC column flowing at 0.5 ml/min was utilized and variants were separated chromatographically
before MS detection [90]. Another study compared intact mAb (150 kDa) and Fab (100 kDa)-based detection
for monitoring DAR and other biotransformation [91]. Overall, the body of similar methodologies examining the
intact antibody or reduced portions of an ADC collectively provide a way forward for other laboratories interested
in quantifying ADCs or other mAbs at the intact or reduced level as opposed to peptide-based methods or LBAs.

Emerging approaches involving large mass quantitation with capability for
biotransformation monitoring
A few promising approaches have been presented with detailed methodology for both quantitative determination
and biotransformation monitoring based on intact mass or antibody subunit mass detection from in-life samples,
and those approaches are discussed in this section. If large or intact protein masses are quantified using data
acquired over the full mass range, then through relative or absolute quantitation it may be possible (depending on
data acquisition parameters) to also quantify mass variants (e.g., biotransformation products) in a single LC–MS
analysis.

Affinity capture and limited digestion has been utilized to give 50 kDa Fab fragments for analysis from preclinical
samples [92]. The method leverages protein A capture with distinct amino acid sequence differences between human
IgG and monkey IgG that allow Lys-C processing to yield detectable Fab fragments [92]. In that work, samples
ranging from 4 to 150 μg/ml were quantified based on LC–MS Fab detection, and concentration results correlated
reasonably well with LBA measurement [92]. Our lab has utilized a limited digestion approach to enable quantitation
of the whole molecule by monitoring each subunit with an immunocapture LC–MS approach [93,94]. It was
demonstrated using reference standard mAb spiked into plasma that each molecular portion could be quantitated
independently from 10,000 ng/ml to down to an LLOQ as low as 100 ng/ml [93]. Relative variant quantitation
capabilities were also demonstrated that could be applied in the future to fusion proteins or ADCs [93].

Other interesting methodologies recently demonstrated capabilities for in vivo quantitation of intact mAb
therapeutics [95]. A quantitation range from 30 to 1 μg/ml was demonstrated for a commercial antibody, and
detection of glycoforms of the antibodies was demonstrated as well [95]. This work compared the intact method
with quantitation by trypsin digestion, and results for both intact and digested methods gave similar precision and
accuracy values [95]. The same group also demonstrated biotransformation of a half-life extended Fc-conjugated
peptide using intact protein LC–MS methods [96]. Another recent example utilized the intact mass detection of
an intact fusion protein by capillary-electrophoresis-MS to monitor biotransformation products in a quantitative
manner [97]. Intact ADC DAR quantitation based on number of conjugates was recently demonstrated by an
instrument vendor using generic antihuman IgG purification [98]. Recent intact mAb quantitation work has
utilized antibody-coated pipette tips for intact mAb LLOQ of 100 ng/ml from plasma [99]. A study using similar
methods was able to monitor mass adducts at the intact level on an ADC while noting the quantitative, linear range
of the assay [100].

Collectively, these emerging subunit and intact protein LC–MS methods break from the traditional peptide-
based MS quantitation approaches. More data and implementation will need to be demonstrated, particularly
for regulated application; however, there is enormous power to monitor multiple masses in a single assay with
these types of approaches. A result of multiple mass variant monitoring will be the opportunity to detect potential
biotransformation products in non-GLP preclinical studies on a routine basis (e.g., prior to candidate selection).
Depending on the resources and bioanalytical capabilities for a given laboratory, it may be possible to achieve con-
centration and biotransformation monitoring in single assay on a routine basis. Doing so will require sufficient
fit-for-purpose testing for each compound and the capability for both absolute and relative quantitation in a single
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analysis. In instances where pharmacokinetic concentration is determined beforehand by LBA, then only relative
quantitation would be required, and in these cases the complementary nature of LBA and LC–MS is demonstrated.

Conclusion
Monitoring of protein or peptide drug biotransformation has the opportunity to broadly impact drug discovery
and development processes, if implemented consistently within an organization. In discovery, candidate screening
can include biotransformation monitoring in vitro or in early preclinical studies. For drug development, testing
of mass attributes to support drug manufacturing can be extended to in-life studies. In clinical studies, analysis
of drug biotransformation can help inform clinical programs, if applicable. As the presence of MS for clinical
utility increases in the coming years, more and more researchers, clinicians, statisticians and students will have
access to quantitative biotransformation data from preclinical and clinical studies. The informative power of past
biotransformation data collectively realized and biotransformation analyses for future studies will drive the areas
of drug development, clinical trial design and study data monitoring to ultimately advance the delivery of better
medicines to patients.

Future perspective
Research tools to measure biotransformation by MS are improving each and every year. More sensitive MS
systems, higher throughput assays and increased use of multidimensional purification and separation techniques
make measurements a reality for antibody-related biotherapeutics that could only be applied to peptide-based
therapeutics a decade earlier. The use of biotransformation measurements will continue to expand for increasingly
diverse molecule classes such as ADCs, bi-specific antibodies and fusion proteins. In the past, many of the
biotransformation MS approaches used have been complex in nature or involved multiple analyses. However, with
methods for intact, large proteins (as highlighted in the ‘Emerging approaches’ section) becoming more sensitive
and simple as time passes, there is opportunity to measure traditional drug concentration and biotransformation
in a single assay.

As immunocapture LC–MS increases in popularity, it is important for researchers to consider that a monoclonal
capture antibody may limit the protein forms detected. If a capture antibody cannot bind the protein form in
question, then it cannot be monitored by MS. For mAbs preclinically, this is not likely to be an issue since most
capture reagents are Fc-based, and the antigen-binding region is on the Fab portion of the molecule. For target-based
capture, only actively target-binding drug molecules will be captured. Anti-idiotype capture reagents generated for
preclinical or clinical study support will be subject to the same limitations as target-based capture. For screening of
commercial reagents against biotherapeutic peptides or proteins, knowledge of the immunogen (and the possible
immunogen protein forms) should be considered. Any in vitro generation of a drug’s biotransformation products
to be used for reference material can help guide method development for LC–MS analysis for biotransformation
analyses from in-life studies.
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Executive summary

Background
• This review highlights approaches and examples of monitoring biotransformation of biotherapeutics by MS.
• As purification, separation, mass spectrometer detection and data processing capabilities improve, there is

opportunity to monitor drug concentration by traditional ligand-binding assay or MS measurement and also to
monitor metabolism, catabolism or other biomolecular mass variants present in circulation.

• The increased use of such biotransformation-monitoring approaches and the successful quantitation of
biotherapeutic structural modifications will provide insightful data for the benefit of both researchers and
patients.

• Sample preparation can involve solid-phase extraction, protein precipitation or immunocapture. Intact mass can
be monitored, or proteins can be analyzed at the subunit (if applicable) or peptide level.

Biotransformation examples covered:
• Approaches applicable to monitor biotransformation of therapeutic peptides, including intact mass monitoring

after immunocapture
• Biotransformation of protein therapeutics (nonantibody drug conjugate):

– Deamidation and isomerization, other biotransformation reactions involving amino acids, and glycation and
glycosylation.

• Biotransformation involving antibody drug conjugates, including drug-to-antibody ratio monitoring.
• Emerging approaches involving large mass quantitation with capability for biotransformation monitoring.
Conclusion & future perspective
• Outlook for monitoring biotransformation by MS, including impact on drug discovery drug development, and

clinical studies.
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